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Video Kill
Adam Fluke is a regular guy. He wants love, friendship, and happiness. However,
his bumbling-but-good-natured tendencies have left him lacking direction in life.
Content with his lack of motivation, he earns a meager living as a pizza delivery
boy. Everything changes one night, though, on a medium cheese pizza delivery to
Sara DuBeau. Sara is interesting, intellectual, fun, and successful: everything Adam
believes he is not. An unexpected, whirlwind relationship begins, and it's a match
made in heaven. Or is it? Their storybook happiness is called into question by the
discovery of a mysterious, buried-away photograph of a man with an uncanny
resemblance to Adam. Secrets are revealed, the search for answers begins, and
Adam's very identity is suddenly the one thing that could tear them apart.

Fluke
A quiet, tiny Minnesota village is terrorized by the brutal killings of young children,
in a horrifying tale of obsession, madness, and murder.

Fluke
The birth of Jesus has been well chronicled, as have his glorious teachings, acts,
and divine sacrifice after his thirtieth birthday. But no one knows about the early
life of the Son of God, the missing years -- except Biff, the Messiah's best bud, who
has been resurrected to tell the story in the divinely hilarious yet heartfelt work
"reminiscent of Vonnegut and Douglas Adams" (Philadelphia Inquirer). Verily, the
story Biff has to tell is a miraculous one, filled with remarkable journeys, magic,
healings, kung fu, corpse reanimations, demons, and hot babes. Even the
considerable wiles and devotion of the Savior's pal may not be enough to divert
Joshua from his tragic destiny. But there's no one who loves Josh more -- except
maybe "Maggie," Mary of Magdala -- and Biff isn't about to let his extraordinary pal
suffer and ascend without a fight.
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The Stupidest Angel
Born in Saltillo, Tennessee, a small town on the banks of the Tennessee River,
young "Fluke" Holland never doubted he could do whatever he turned his mind to.
Whether it was building a motorcycle from a washing machine motor and an old
bicycle or teaching himself to play the drums in just a few days, he just assumed
he could do it. Fluke went on to invent his own unique style of drumming and
played on Carl Perkins' timeless hit "Blue Suede Shoes," the first million seller for
Sun Records.Just as he was about to settle down, Fluke received another call, this
time from Johnny Cash asking him to join his band for two weeks on the road. Two
weeks turned into a lifetime of music-making, as Fluke continues to drum to his
own special beat, one that shows no signs of stopping.

Running Into Love
Includes an excerpt from Wedding cake murder.

Dead Giveaway
In this hilarious, frenetic, adrenalin-charged debut, Rayo Casablanca does for
modern day Williamsburg, Brooklyn, what Bret Easton Ellis's Less than Zero did for
'80s L.A.--but with a knowing grin and a far cooler soundtrack. . . Williamsburg,
Brooklyn, is the center of the hipster universe, and the members of the Whole Sick
Crew are its shining stars. The gang includes Wolfgang, a heavy metal musician
and high school guidance counselor who supplies coke to his charges; Rad, a
doctor obsessed with obscure new wave songs who has a bad habit of cutting
himself when he's stressed; Beth Ann, the neighborhood's queen knitter who's
slowly going blind and Harrison, a museum curator moonlighting as a writer of
highly prized porn. Collectively, they're the arbiters of taste for every vinyl-loving,
Gap-spurning, thrift store regular in town. But lately someone has been laying
waste to Brooklyn's über-hipsters, dispatching them in gruesome fashion. The cops
are dragging their heels, but the Whole Sick Crew knows that a serial killer dubbed
Doctor Jeep is responsible. They have a plan to stop him--and it's about to go
spectacularly awry. Before the week is over, they'll be up to their skinny-jeaned
waists in mayhem, manipulation, contract killers, raw sewage, and murderous
monkeys. Something is rotten in the state of Billyburg, and the last hipsters
standing will discover just how rotten it really is. . .

Coyote Blue
Second in the Fluke Family series, "Fluke Family Hero" explores Maynerd Fluke
Dumsted's career as the sheriff of his hometown. King Kryan Kruke now rules the
Kingdom of Gnat, but he is still up to his old tricks. He schemes to rule the four
lands of Gnaught by capitalizing on Maynerd's relationship to the long dead hero,
Richard the Brave. The King hopes to springboard that fame to his advantage by
transforming Maynerd into the new national hero. The chance arrivals of bad luck
Fata Morgana and a young felon named Blacky further complicates Maynerd's
efforts to keep the peace, but Fata may hold the keys to his heart. Dumsted town
falls into turmoil when the local banker plots to fix the elections for Mayor and
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Sheriff by kidnapping the incumbents. He intends to sell them to the notorious
bandits, the Moola Rude, but the plan goes awry. With Maynerd's only supporters
locked in jail, his fate seems sealed. King Kruke has vanished and Scarface, the
leader of the Moola Rude, sits on the throne of Gnat. Oh, where is a hero when a
kingdom is in such grave need? Maynerd must save his friends and the Kingdom of
Gnat from certain destruction by King Scarface or lose everything.

Coconut Layer Cake Murder
Two Women. One Nightmare. Except for their gorgeous faces, identical twins
Mercedes and Marcie Calder are nothing alike. Mercedes is a movie star in L.A. with
a sexy husband, two beautiful children, and an exciting, glamorous lifestyle; Marcie
is an art teacher in Minnesota with a shy disposition and a quiet life alone. But
when Mercedes is found dead--mysteriously drowned in her swimming pool--Marcie
is the only person who can step into her shoes and finish her latest movie. On a
Hollywood sound stage, she will take on her sister's greatest role. In her Beverly
Hills mansion, she will play mother to her children. In her sister's bed, she will
make love to her husband. But there is one part of Mercedes' life that Marcie isn't
prepared for--until it's too late. . . A deranged psychopath is hiding in the wings.
Watching her every move. Waiting for his chance to kill. . .and kill again.

Fluke Family Hero
'Deeply layered, fiendishly clever and absorbing' Matt Hilton, author of the Joe
Hunter series The first gritty thriller in the Avison Fluke series by M. W. Craven, the
acclaimed author of The Puppet Show. Detective Inspector Avison Fluke is a man
on the edge. He has committed a crime to get back to work, concealed a
debilitating illness and is about to be made homeless. Just as he thinks things can't
get any worse, the body of a young woman is found buried on a Cumbrian building
site. Shot once in the back of the head, it is a cold, calculated execution. When the
post-mortem reveals she has gone to significant expense in disguising her
appearance, Fluke knows this is no ordinary murder. With the help of a psychotic
ex-Para, a gangland leader and a woman more interested in maggots than people,
Fluke must find out who she was and why she was murdered before he can even
think about finding her killer Praise for M. W. Craven: 'Dark, sharp and compelling'
PETER JAMES 'Fantastic' MARTINA COLE 'Britain's answer to Harry Bosch' MATT
HILTON 'Thrilling' MICK HERRON 'Brilliantly inventive' WILLIAM SHAW 'A powerful
thriller from an explosive new talent' DAVID MARK

Blackberry Pie Murder
Not even Lake Eden's nosiest residents suspected Hannah Swensen would go from
idealistic newlywed to betrayed wife in a matter of weeks. But as a deadly mystery
unfolds in town, the proof is in the pudding . . . When The Cookie Jar becomes the
setting of a star-studded TV special about movies filmed in Minnesota, Hannah
hopes to shine the spotlight on her bakery--not the unsavory scandal swirling
around her personal life. But that's practically impossible with a disturbing visit
from the shifty character she once believed was her one and only love, a group of
bodyguards following her every move, and a murder victim in her bedroom. As
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suspects emerge and secrets hit close to home, Hannah and an old flame team up
must serve a hefty helping of justice to an unnamed killer prowling around Lake
Eden . . . before someone takes a slice out of her! Features Over a Dozen Cookie
and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar! "Hannah's fans will relish following
Hannah's journey as she heals and becomes stronger, surrounded by the love of
family and the many familiar, quirky residents of Lake Eden." --Booklist

Nothing venture, nothing have
Where Innocence Dies. . . Expectant parents Karen and Mike Houston are excited
about restoring their old rambling Victorian mansion to its former glory. With its
endless maze of rooms, hallways, and hiding places, it's a wonderful place for their
nine-year-old daughter Leslie to play and explore. Unfortunately, they didn't listen
to the stories about the house's dark history. They didn't believe the rumors about
the evil that lived there. . . .The Nightmare Begins. It begins with a whisper. A
child's voice beckoning from the rose garden. Crying out in the night. It lures little
Leslie to a crumbling storm door. Down a flight of broken stairs. It calls to their
unborn child. It wants something from each of them. Something in their very
hearts and souls. Tonight, the house will reveal its secret. Tonight, the other child
will come out to play. . .

Wedding Cake Murder
Hannah Swensen and her bakery, The Cookie Jar, bask in the glow of Hollywood
glamour when Main Street becomes a movie set. And although tensions simmer as
the cameras roll, no one expects the action to turn deadly . . . until it's too late . . .
There’s no such thing as privacy in Lake Eden, but Hannah never thought things
would go this far. Everyone has been telling her what to do ever since she got not
one but two marriage proposals. Movie mania soon shoves Hannah's marriage
dilemma into the background and even gives her cat a shot at stardom. The Cookie
Jar serves as snack central with Main Street rented out for the week. She stirs lots
of fresh gossip, whipping up treats for cast and crew, including demanding director
Dean Lawrence's favorite—cherry cheesecake. Features Over a Dozen Cookie and
Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

Deadly Memories
When her ex-husband, Chief Detective Sam Ladera, begins acting strangely while
hunting for the Video Killer, whose victims resemble an Alfred Hitchcock star, news
reporter Katy Ladera attempts to find the truth, which draws her closer to the lens
of a twisted psychopath searching for his next leading lady. Original.

Apple Turnover Murder
Fawn Callaghan has kissed one too many toads and has finally decided that Prince
Charming doesn't exist. After countless mishaps, mistakes, and unmitigated
disasters on the dating scene, she's decided to give up and move on with her
lifesolo. Everything changes, however, after Fawn runs into Levi Fremont, a
homicide detective new to New York City. Dedication to the job has rendered Levi's
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love life nonexistent--until he moves in next door to the free-spirited Fawn. After a
series of comedic run-ins push them together, will they finally give in to the
inevitable and realize--maybe--they are perfect for each other?

Fluke
Hannah is marrying Ross Barton, her college crush, but not before she can solve
the murder case of nasty celebrity chef Alain Duquesne found stabbed to death in
the Lake Eden Inn's walk-in cooler.

Fluke, Or, I Know why the Winged Whale Sings
6 Sick Hipsters
Hit The Right Man By A Fluke
Fluke is the moving story of a dog with the memories of a human, with the
signature twisting plot James Herbert is famed for. A dog wanders the streets,
compelled by a ravenous hunger. Hunting a prey he cannot not define, driven by a
primal instinct he cannot ignore. He is more than he thinks, more than he can
remember and in the depths of his brain the memory of what he once was is
clawing for release . . .

Fluke
When Dr. Elias decides to kill the patients he cannot cure, eight of his patients,
who are close to losing their tenuous grip of sanity, must face the madness within
to stay alive. Original.

Winter Chill
Fluke is the moving story of a dog with the memories of a human, with the
signature twisting plot James Herbert is famed for. A dog wanders the streets,
compelled by a ravenous hunger. Hunting a prey he cannot not define, driven by a
primal instinct he cannot ignore. He is more than he thinks, more than he can
remember and in the depths of his brain the memory of what he once was is
clawing for release . . .

The Other Child
In New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Joanne Fluke's new
installment in her beloved Hannah Swensen Mystery series, Hannah leaves Lake
Eden to help a friend in sunny California--but an unexpected phone call swiftly
brings her back to a cold Minnesota winter, murder, and new delectable recipes
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen is leaving Lake Eden to help a friend in sunny
California. But an unexpected phone call swiftly brings her back to a cold
Minnesota winterand murder When Hannah learns that her sister Michelle's
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boyfriend, Detective Lonnie Murphy, is the prime suspect in a murder case, she
goes straight from a movie studio sound stage to the Los Angeles airport. Back in
frigid Minnesota, she discovers that proving Lonnie's innocence will be harder than
figuring out what went wrong with a recipe. Lonnie remembers only parts of the
night he went out to a local bar and ended up driving a very impaired woman
home. He knows he helped her to her bedroom, but he doesn't recall anything else
until he woke up on her couch the following morning. When he went to the
bedroom to check on her, he was shocked to discover she was dead. Hannah
doesn't know what to believe--only that exonerating a suspect who can't
remember is almost impossible, especially since Lonnie's brother, Detective Rick
Murphy, and Lonnie's partner, Chief Detective Mike Kingston, have been taken off
the case. Before everything comes crashing down on Lonnie like a heaping slice of
coconut layer cake, it'll be up to Hannah to rack up enough clues to toast a flaky
killer

Chocolate Cream Pie Murder
Hannah Swensen Barton’s husband Ross suddenly disappears. Still, she throws
herself into a baking and introduces a raspberry Danish pastry to her menu. Her
husband’s assistant, P. K., is the first and last to taste the pastry. P. K. is found
dead and was someone plotting against P.K. all along or did Ross dodge a deadly
dose of sweet revenge?".

Bloodsucking Fiends
Take a wonderfully crazed excursion into the demented heart of a tropical
paradise—a world of cargo cults, cannibals, mad scientists, ninjas, and talking fruit
bats. Our bumbling hero is Tucker Case, a hopeless geek trapped in a cool guy's
body, who makes a living as a pilot for the Mary Jean Cosmetics Corporation. But
when he demolishes his boss's pink plane during a drunken airborne liaison, Tuck
must run for his life from Mary Jean's goons. Now there's only one employment
opportunity left for him: piloting shady secret missions for an unscrupulous medical
missionary and a sexy blond high priestess on the remotest of Micronesian hells.
Here is a brazen, ingenious, irreverent, and wickedly funny novel from a modern
master of the outrageous.

Blueberry Muffin Murder
Just why do humpback whales sing? That's the question that has marine biologist
Nate Quinn and his crew poking, charting, recording and photographing very big,
wet, gray marine mammals. That is, until the extraordinary day when a whale lifts
its tail into the air to display a cryptic message spelled out in foot-high letters: BITE
ME. Trouble is, Nate's beginning to wonder if he hasn't spent just a little too much
time in the sun. 'Cause no one else saw a thing- not his longtime partner, Clay
Demodocus; not their saucy young research assistant; not even the spliff-puffing
white-boy Rastaman Kona (ne Preston Applebaum). But later, when a roll of film
returns from the lab missing the crucial tail shot- and his research facility is
trashed- Nate realizes something very fishy indeed is going on.
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Fluke
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen is back--and the cookies are crumbling--as
acclaimed author Joanne Fluke serves readers another helping of murder,
mayhem, and mouthwatering mystery. . . Blueberry Muffin Murder Preparations are
underway for Lake Eden, Minnesota's annual Winter Carnival--and Hannah
Swensen is set to bake up a storm at her popular shop, The Cookie Jar. Too bad the
honor of creating the official Winter Carnival cake went to famous lifestyle maven
Connie Mac--a half-baked idea, in Hannah's opinion. She suspects Connie Mac is a
lot like the confections she whips up on her cable TV cooking show--sweet, light,
and scrumptious-looking, but likely to leave a bitter taste in your mouth. Hannah's
suspicions are confirmed when Connie Mac's limo rolls into town. Turns out
America's "Cooking Sweetheart" is bossy, bad-tempered, and downright
domineering. Things finally boil over when Hannah arrives at The Cookie Jar to find
the Winter Carnival cake burnt to a crisp—and Connie Mac lying dead in her
pantry, struck down while eating one of Hannah's famous blueberry muffins. Next
thing Hannah knows, the police have declared The Cookie Jar's kitchen crime scene
off-limits. She's a baker without an oven--and the Carnival is right around the
corner. Hannah's only alternative is to cook up a plan to save her business--by
finding the killer herself. . . Includes seven original cookie and dessert recipes for
you to try! "Delicious food descriptions and recipes, warm and familiar characters
who grow into real people. . .a vivid picture of the small lake town and a wellcrafted mystery provide the ingredients for yet another tempting feast that should
satisfy all fans, old and new."--Publishers Weekly

Joanne Fluke Christmas Bundle: Sugar Cookie Murder, Candy
Cane Murder, Plum Pudding Murder, & Gingerbread Cookie
Murder
It's been a sleepy summer for the folks of Lake Eden, Minnesota. In fact, it's been a
whole four months since anyone in the Swensen family has come across a dead
bodya detail that just made the front page of the local paper. And that means
Hannah Swensen can finally focus on her bakery. . .or can she? Life is never really
quiet for Hannah. After all, her mother's wedding is a little over a month away and
guess who Delores put in charge of the planning? Yet just when Hannah believes
her biggest challenge will be whether to use buttercream or fondant for the
wedding cake, she accidentally hits a stranger with her cookie truck while driving
down a winding country road in a raging thunderstorm. Hannah is wracked with
guilt, and things get even worse when she's arrested. . .for murder! But an autopsy
soon reveals the mystery man, his shirt covered in stains from blackberry pie,
would have died even if Hannah hadn't hit him. Now, to clear her name, Hannah
will have to follow a trail of pie crumbs to track down the identity of the deceased,
find a baker who knows more about murder than how to roll out a perfect pie
crustand get herself to the church on time. . . Indulge In Joanne Fluke's Criminally
Delicious Hannah Swensen Mysteries! Red Velvet Cupcake Murder "Culinary Cozies
Don't Get Any Tastier Than This Winning series." Library Journal "Loaded with
mouthwatering recipes and clever plotting, the latest Hannah Swensen mystery
delights." RT Book Reviews "If your reading habits alternate between curling up
with a good mystery or with a good cookbook, you ought to know about Joanne
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Fluke." The Charlotte Observer Cinnamon Roll Murder "Fans of this wildly popular
series will not be disappointed. Fluke has kept this series strong for a long time,
and there is still plenty to enjoy for foodie crime fans." Booklist Devil's Food Cake
Murder "Fabulous." Publishers Weekly Apple Turnover Murder "The ever popular
Fluke writes engaging cozies with one part great characters, one part gentle story,
and three parts the best recipes in the genre." Library Journal Cream Puff Murder
"Entertaining and sprinkled with tempting recipes. It's a sweet treat of a novel."
The Star Tribune (Minneapolis, MN)

Cold Judgment
In Christopher Moore's ingenious debut novel, we meet one of the most memorably
mismatched pairs in the annals of literature. The good-looking one is one-hundredyear-old ex-seminarian and "roads" scholar Travis O'Hearn. The green one is Catch,
a demon with a nasty habit of eating most of the people he meets. Behind the fake
Tudor façade of Pine Cove, California, Catch sees a four-star buffet. Travis, on the
other hand, thinks he sees a way of ridding himself of his toothy traveling
companion. The winos, neo-pagans, and deadbeat Lotharios of Pine Cove,
meanwhile, have other ideas. And none of them is quite prepared when all hell
breaks loose.

WS Fluke Holland
The holidays are the icing on the cake for bakery owner Hannah Swensen.
Surrounded by her loved ones, she has all the ingredients for a perfect
Christmas--until murder is added to the mix. . . When it comes to holidays,
Minnesotans rise to the occasion--and the little town of Lake Eden is baking up a
storm with Hannah leading the way. The annual Christmas Buffet is the final test of
the recipes Hannah has collected for the Lake Eden Holiday Buffet Cookbook. 'Tis
the season for trimming the tree, caroling, baking cookies, and curling up by the
Yuletide waiting for Santa to drop down the chimney. But in this festive collection
of holiday whodunits, murder is also paying a visit. . . "Candy Cane Murder" By
Joanne Fluke When a trail of candy canes leads to a corpse outfitted in a Santa suit
on a snowy bank, Hannah Swensen sets out to discover who killed Kris Kringle. . .
The yuletide season in Lake Eden, Minnesota, guarantees a white Christmas,
delectable holiday goodies from Hannah Swensen's bakery, The Cookie Jar--and
murder. As a shadow hangs over her friends' Christmas wedding, Hannah's
determined to cook a killer's goose before anyone else gets burned. . . The Cookie
Jar's busiest time of the year also happens to be the most wonderful time. . .for
Christmas cookies, Hannah's own special plum pudding--and romance! She also
gets a kick out of "Lunatic Larry Jaeger's Crazy Elf Christmas Tree Lot," a kitschy
carnival taking place smack-dab in the middle of the village green. But then
Hannah discovers the man himself dead as a doornail in his own office. . .
Nothing's better on Christmas Eve than waiting for the stroke of midnight with a
cup of eggnog and a plate of warm gingerbread cookies. But in this merry
collection of holiday mysteries, murder is making its own special delivery. . .
"Gingerbread Cookie Murder" By Joanne Fluke When Hannah Swensen finds her
neighbor Ernie Kusak with his head bashed in and sprawled on the floor of his
condo next to an upended box of Hannah's Gingerbread Cookies, she discovers a
flurry of murder suspects that's as long as her holiday shopping list.
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Born in a Burial Gown
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing The last thing Maura Thomas remembers
before her car careened over a steep embankment is having dinner with her
college roommateover twenty years ago. Everything in between is a blank. Maura
has no recollection of her husband, her daughter, or her busy, glamorous existence
as owner of a Beverly Hills boutique. Maura can’t even be sure that everyone
around her is who they claim to be. Is it paranoia or self-preservation that makes
her uneasy? And then there are the images starting to fill her head—pictures of a
life at odds with everything she’s been told. As Maura begins to piece together the
fragments of her previous life, she grows convinced that her car crash was no
accident. But the moment she remembers the truth she’ll find herself at the mercy
of a killer determined to silence her forever

All the Year Round
Just why do humpback whales sing? That's the question that has marine behavioral
biologist Nate Quinn and his crew poking, charting, recording, and photographing
very big, wet, gray marine mammals. Until the extraordinary day when a whale
lifts its tail into the air to display a cryptic message spelled out in foot-high letters:
Bite me. Trouble is, Nate's beginning to wonder if he hasn't spent just a little too
much time in the sun. 'Cause no one else on his team saw a thing -- not his
longtime partner, Clay Demodocus; not their saucy young research assistant; not
even the spliff-puffing white-boy Rastaman Kona (né Preston Applebaum). But
later, when a roll of film returns from the lab missing the crucial tail shot -- and his
research facility is trashed -- Nate realizes something very fishy indeed is going on.
By turns witty, irreverent, fascinating, puzzling, and surprising, Fluke is Christopher
Moore at his outrageous best.

Fluke Family Fortune
First in the Fluke Family series, Fluke Family Fortune sets the stage for the comical
misadventures of Maynerd Fluke Dumsted. To afford the love of the beautiful but
shrewish Sue Tue, Maynerd Dumsted sets out to follow the clues to the family
fortune hidden somewhere in the cursed kingdom of Gnat. A sometimes wellintentioned ghost gnome tags along for laughs, but his selfish machinations often
mean more trouble for Maynerd. Other friends join the fun, such as the lovable fireyear-old orphan, Dandy May, who cavorts with dandelion fairies; the head-bashing
ogress, Grissel who hates songs sung about her; an ineffectual thousand-year-old
madman; a retired clodhopper named Sam Simple and his fun loving mule, Jazibell.
A family curse and the grandiose scheme of the brigand King Kryan Kruke to
transform him into the new national hero, in order to reunite the four scattered
kingdoms of the land of Gnaught, further complicates Maynerd's plans to find the
family fortune.

Island of the Sequined Love Nun
Haunted by her dreams . . . Kathi Ellison is an English literature major at the
University of California in Berkeley, living with her boyfriend off-campus. She is
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also the daughter of a candidate for the U.S. Senate and his wife, a role that could
affect her life should her father win the election. But before she can consider her
future, Kathi must first come to terms with her past. A car accident when she was
four-years-old killed her mother and left her in a coma for several days. The
migraines and nightmares that plagued her as a child have recently returned with
a vengeance, leaving her mind full of visions that feel more like memories.
Memories that are not her own. Memories of a frightened and traumatized child
named Sheri Walker. Memories linked to her mother’s death that her stepmother
doesn’t want her to remember . . .

Cherry Cheesecake Murder
'Twas the night (okay, more like the week) before Christmas, and all through the
tiny community of Pine Cove, California, people are busy buying, wrapping,
packing, and generally getting into the holiday spirit. But not everybody is feeling
the joy. Little Joshua Barker is in desperate need of a holiday miracle. No, he's not
on his deathbed; no, his dog hasn't run away from home. But Josh is sure that he
saw Santa take a shovel to the head, and now the seven-year-old has only one
prayer: Please, Santa, come back from the dead. But hold on! There's an angel
waiting in the wings. (Wings, get it?) It's none other than the Archangel Raziel
come to Earth seeking a small child with a wish that needs granting. Unfortunately,
our angel's not sporting the brightest halo in the bunch, and before you can say
"Kris Kringle," he's botched his sacred mission and sent the residents of Pine Cove
headlong into Christmas chaos, culminating in the most hilarious and horrifying
holiday party the town has ever seen. Move over, Charles Dickens -- it's
Christopher Moore time.

Raspberry Danish Murder
Just why do humpback whales sing? That's the question that has marine behavioral
biologist Nate Quinn and his crew poking, charting, recording, and photographing
very big, wet, gray marine mammals. Until the extraordinary day when a whale
lifts its tail into the air to display a cryptic message spelled out in foot-high letters:
Bite me. Trouble is, Nate's beginning to wonder if he hasn't spent just a little too
much time in the sun. 'Cause no one else on his team saw a thing -- not his
longtime partner, Clay Demodocus; not their saucy young research assistant; not
even the spliff-puffing white-boy Rastaman Kona (né Preston Applebaum). But
later, when a roll of film returns from the lab missing the crucial tail shot -- and his
research facility is trashed -- Nate realizes something very fishy indeed is going on.
By turns witty, irreverent, fascinating, puzzling, and surprising, Fluke is Christopher
Moore at his outrageous best.

Double Fudge Brownie Murder
"New York Times"-bestselling author Fluke never fails to satisfy readers' appetite
for intriguing culinary mysteries. In the latest installment of the Hannah Swensen
mystery series, the beloved baker and sleuth may have bitten off more than she
can chew.
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Practical Demonkeeping
After hearing that his father was severely ill, Ainphent, who was 32 years old,
rushed back from abroad. Who would have thought that he would be tricked into
going home by such an old Duan! The key point was that he had come back for a
blind date! The other party was a man who was a lot younger than her, so how
could her uncle tolerate this? As an independent woman of the new generation,
how could she obediently submit to him? "With a flash of inspiration, she rushed
straight to the marriage office. In order to get rid of her father and the person who
forced her to marry, she could only grab a random person to help her." "Since I've
picked you up and brought you home, I will take responsibility for you. Marry me!"
"Alright!" It seemed that this was the will of heaven, and that she was not to be
manipulated by a dignified Egg-Fried Rice. Ha! Ha! "Ha!" "However, Handsome
Pan, are you really not afraid of Su Minghe?" Why should I be afraid of him? "
Someone raised an eyebrow and asked, a confused little fool. Since you've broken
into my heart, you can forget about escaping in this lifetime.

The Stepchild
A mathematical guide to understanding why life can seem to be one big
coincidence-and why the odds of just about everything are better than we would
think. What are the chances? This is the question we ask ourselves when we
encounter the strangest and most seemingly impossible coincidences, like the
woman who won the lottery four times or the fact that Lincoln's dreams
foreshadowed his own assassination. But, when we look at coincidences
mathematically, the odds are a lot better than any of us would have thought. In
Fluke, mathematician Joseph Mazur takes a second look at the seemingly
improbable, sharing with us an entertaining guide to the most surprising moments
in our lives. He takes us on a tour of the mathematical concepts of probability,
such as the law of large numbers and the birthday paradox, and combines these
concepts with lively anecdotes of flukes from around the world. How do you explain
finding your college copy of Moby Dick in a used bookstore on the Seine on your
first visit to Paris? How can a jury be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that
DNA found at the scene of a heinous crime did not get there by some fluke? Should
we be surprised if strangers named Maria and Francisco, seeking each other in a
hotel lobby, accidentally meet the wrong Francisco and the wrong Maria, another
pair of strangers also looking for each other? As Mazur reveals, if there is any
likelihood that something could happen, no matter how small, it is bound to
happen to someone at some time. In Fluke, Mazur offers us proof of the
inevitability of the sublime and the unexpected. He has written a book that will
appeal to anyone who has ever wondered how all of the tiny decisions that happen
in our lives add up to improbable wholes. A must-read for math enthusiasts and
storytellers alike, Fluke helps us to understand the true nature of chance.

Fatal Identity
Death stalks the wealthy residents of a secluded condominium complex in the form
of a sly killer who takes advantage of an avalanche to pick off the trapped
residents one by one.
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Fluke
From master of subversive humor Christopher Moore comes a quirky, irreverent
novel of love, myth, metaphysics, outlaw biking, angst, and outrageous
redemption. As a boy, he was Samson Hunts Alone—until a deadly
misunderstanding with the law forced him to flee the Crow reservation at age
fifteen. Today he is Samuel Hunter, a successful Santa Barbara insurance salesman
with a Mercedes, a condo, and a hollow, invented life. Then one day, destiny offers
him the dangerous gift of love—in the exquisite form of Calliope Kincaid—and a
curse in the unheralded appearance of an ancient god by the name of Coyote.
Coyote, the trickster, has arrived to reawaken the mystical storyteller within
Samand to seriously screw up his existence in the process.

Lamb
Jody never asked to become a vampire. But when she wakes up under an alley
Dumpster with a badly burned arm, an aching back, superhuman strength, and a
distinctly Nosferatuan thirst, she realizes the decision has been made for her.
Making the transition from the nine-to-five grind to an eternity of nocturnal
prowlings is going to take some doing, however, and that's where C. Thomas Flood
fits in. A would-be Kerouac from Incontinence, Indiana, Tommy (to his friends) is
biding his time night-clerking and frozen-turkey bowling in a San Francisco
Safeway. But all that changes when a beautiful undead redhead walks through the
doorand proceeds to rock Tommy's life—and afterlife—in ways he never thought
possible.
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